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Introduction

Why conduct surveys as to the prevalence of 
bullying in our school?

• They can help to raise awareness of bullying 
going on in a school

• They can help schools to identify groups, for 
example according to years and gender, 
where the problem is most severe. 

• They can help in monitoring changes over 
time in response to anti-bullying programs. 



What Is Bullying?

“A problem behavior based on power 
relationships in which a student, or a group of 
students uses power aggressively to cause 
emotional or physical pain and distress to 
another student.” 

 

Bullying experiences, include not only physical 
aggression, but also verbal aggression, including 
teasing and taunting, spreading rumors, or 
socially rejecting and isolating another student. 

 



Survey Results 

The survey was administered to 63 students in 
our school, ages 15 through 18, in the 2016–07 
school year: 



Facts, figures and charts

Question 1
In your opinion are there any incidents of Bullying / Discrimination 
at your school? 



Facts, figures and charts

Question 2
If your answer at the 1st question is Yes, how often do you think 
there are incidents of Bullying / Discrimination at your school? 



Facts, figures and charts

Question 3
What forms of Bullying / Discrimination exist at your school?

Physicall Bullying is: Physical bullying is a form of bullying that involves some sort of violence 
against another person. This is not necessarily by getting into a physical altercation with them. It can 
also include property damage.
Prejudicial Bullying is: showing an unfair feeling of dislike for a person or group because of race, 
sex, religion, etc. :showing prejudice
Verbal Bullying is: when an individual uses verbal language (e.g., insults, teasing, etc) to gain power 
over his or her peers.



Facts, figures and charts

Question 4
 In your opinion, which are these measures need to be taken to 
eliminate Bullying / Discrimination at your school? 



Facts, figures and charts

Question 5 & 6
 Where you present at any incident of Bullying / Discrimination at your school?
Have you ever acted against Bullying / Discrimination at your school?

 Where you present at any 
incident of Bullying / 

Discrimination at your school?

Have you ever acted against Bullying
 / Discrimination at your school?

Silent bystanders



Facts, figures and charts

Question 7
 If you ever acted against Bullying / Discrimination at 
your school, what did you do?



Facts, figures and charts

Question 8
 What has been done by the teachers and the headmaster 
against Bullying / Discrimination at your school?



Facts, figures and charts

Question 9
 Which extra safety measures you think would needed?



Conclusion

 Approximately 48 percent of our students report witnessing cases of bullying 
at school. Bullied students are more likely to take a weapon to school, get 
involved in physical fights, and suffer from anxiety and depression, health 
problems, and mental health problems.

This is all common sense to educators. They have known for decades that 
students need to be in safe, supportive learning environments to thrive. And 
the vast majority care deeply about keeping children safe.

But, on the other hand adults (teachers and parents) don't recognize some 
behaviors as bullying and that bullying is often ineffectually addressed using 
the traditional discipline system of applying punishment to a perpetrator.

Effectively addressing a bullying problem, requires a culture change. A true 
culture change takes time, but a few key steps to help principals, teachers 
and parents get started:



Suggestions to Principals

 Practice What You Preach Don't use your status as the school leader 
as the lever for change; instead, "listen before talking and reflect before 
acting”
Assess the Extent of the Problem Survey students, staff and parents to 
find out how much and what type of bullying is going, as well as where 
and when, to target prevention efforts.
Develop a School-wide Code of Conduct that reinforces school values 
and clearly defines unacceptable behavior and consequences. Empower 
bystanders -- teachers and especially students -- to help enforce it by 
training them to identify and respond to inappropriate behavior.
Increase Adult Supervision Most bullying happens when adults are not 
present, so make sure they are "visible and vigilant”.
Conduct Bullying Prevention Activities such as all-school assemblies, 
communications campaigns or creative arts contests highlighting school 
values to bring the community together and reinforce the message that 
bullying is wrong.



Suggestions to Teachers

 Know Your School and District Policies on Bullying Do your part to 
implement them effectively.
Treat Students and Others with Warmth and Respect Let students 
know that you are available to listen and help them.
Conduct Classroom Activities around Bullying Help your class 
identify bullying in books, TV shows and movies, and discuss the impact 
of that bullying and how it was/could be resolved. Hold class meetings in 
which students can talk about bullying and peer relations.
Discuss Bullying with Colleagues As a group, you will be better able to 
monitor the school environment. Discuss both bullying in general and 
concerns regarding specific students.
Take Immediate Action Failure to act provides tacit approval of the 
behavior and can cause it to spread.



Suggestions to Parents

 Talk with and Listen to Your Children Everyday Ask questions about 
their school day, including experiences on the way to and from school, 
lunch, and recess. Ask about their peers. Children who feel comfortable 
talking to their parents about these matters before they are involved in 
bullying are more likely to get them involved after.
Spend time at School and Recess Schools can lack the resources to 
provide all students individualized attention during "free" time like recess. 
Volunteer to coordinate games and activities that encourage children to 
interact with peers aside from their best friends.
Be a Good Example When you get angry at waiters, other drivers or 
others, model effective communication techniques. 
Create Healthy Anti-Bullying Habits Starting as young as possible, 
coach your children on both what not to do (push, tease, and be mean to 
others) as well as what to do (be kind, empathize, and take turns). 
Make Sure Your Child Understands Bullying Explicitly explain what it is 
and that it's not normal or tolerable for them to bully, be bullied, or stand by 
and watch other kids be bullied.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENTION!!!
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